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Reagan sends • Student summonsed in
reinforcement connection with vandalism
PANAMA CITY, Panama
(AP) - The first of an extra
1,300 U.S. troops were sent to
Panama on Tuesday to increase
security for American soldiers
and citizens in the face of a
political and economic crisis.
The reinforcements and a
squadron of 26 helicopters were
intended by the Reagan administration as a signal to Gen
Manuel Antonio Noriega, the
de
facto
ruler
whom
Washington has been urging to
step down.
The buildup, ordered last
week to counter what the Pentagon called Noriega's 'heavyhanded tactics. will push
Amercian troop strength along
the 50-mile-long Panama (anal
to 11.800 officer's and men.
Noriega is head of the
I5,000-man Defense Forces.
The action followed reports
of harassment of U.S citizens
by Panamanian soldiers and the
temporary arrest of several
American reporters during a
police raid on opposition headquarters in a Panama City
hotel.
The Panamanian govern merit has repeatedly accused the
Reagan administration of

preparing for an invasion and
said Panama's army had begun
training several hundred
civilian volunteers in guerrilla
warfare.
In- Santa Barbara, Calif.,
where President Reagan is
vacationing,
his
chief
spokesman denied Monday that
the president is considering
military action Of that he would
urge further economic sanctions on Panama.
U.S. sanctions imposed in
February have produced the
gravest economic crisis in
Panama's history. The country's hanks have been closed for
more than a month and the
government has been unable to
pay. either its debts or its
employees.
Tuesday's editions of staterun newspapers carried a communique from Panama's
Health Ministry that ridiculed
the new American troops. call-,
ins them potential AIDS carriers and a threat to public
health
The U.S. deployment is
scheduled to be completed by
Friday .

by Cyallis Iledraith
Stall Wow/

A University of Maine
student was apprehended
early Monday morning in
the Memorial Gym parking
lot after several cars had
been vandalized, said Detective William Laughlin of the
UMaine Department of
Public Safety.
Laughlin Said the student
was apprehended and taken
to the
for an interview I ;lowing
the inicrsicw,
was given a summons to appear in a Bangor court The
name of the student has not
been released
Laughlin said the vandalism and theft occured
sometime after 1 a.m.
The suspect was apprehended after the campus
police received a telephone
call about a suspicious person seen in the parking lot.
The suspect was caught after
being chased on foot in the

parking lot, said Laughlin.
Six or seven cars parked in
the Memorial Gym parking
lot received approximately
$2000 to 3000 worth of
damage. An estimated $500
to
1000
worth
of
miscellaneous auto parts
were reported stolen from
the vehicles, said'Laughlin.
All of the vehicles damaged
are owned by students.
Katrina Tozier, a junior
living in Hart hall, said the
roof of her 1986 Honda
CRX was dented and her
sunroof pried off.
She said that although
nothing had been taken
from her car, approximately $1000 worth of damage
was done.
Laughlin said he believes
there was more than one individual involved in the
break-ins. He said his is anticipating anoint.' L.Sliunc
student to be apprehended in
the case.
"We have some very good
leads." Laughlin said.
The suspect was not arrested after the apprehension

since the primary officer involved in the case. Scott
Welch, was not sure he had
enough evidence to arrest the
suspect.
Following the interview
with the officer, Welch
believed he had enough
evidence to give the suspect
a summons to appear in
court. The suspect was then
released.
Laughlin said there is a
-very good chance this case
could be linked to several
other previous auto vandalisms since the way the
vehicles were broken into
was similar to previous
incidents.
Heavy objects were used
to smash the car windows,
said Laughlin.
Car radios, radar detectors,
and
other
miscellaneous auto parts
were recovered from the
gym parking lot, said
Lauahlin.
The suspect will be charged with aggravated criminal
mischief and theft, said
Laughlin.

(see PANAMA ma S)
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to plague Neville classes
by liallb Brian
The University of Maine department of public safety recer.ed a call from an
unidentified man, at 9:47 a.m. yesterday, who claimed a bomb had been placed
somewhere in Neville Hall.
University police and firefighters responded to the call and proceeded to inform
everyone in the building of the situation, but didn't evacuate the premises.
UttiVefsity fire chierDave Fielder, said "We went through thc building and
let the occupants know there was a threat, and that they had the choice of staying
or leaving."
"A few people left, but most chose to stay," he added.
Officials were posted at each entrance to Neville Hail for the next one and a
half hours to warn people entering the building of the impending threat Posters
were put up on the doors, warning of the potential danger A search of the building
turned up nothing.
Margaret Nagle, acting director of PICS said that the unisersity police were conducting'an active investigation, and were following several leads, but declined to
comment on *hat those leads might be.
Fielder said that besides wasting valuable time, the bomb threats are expensive.
He estimated that each call cost the university between $200 and $300. "It goes
even higher than that," he said, "when you add the fact that these. calls take
them (paid firefighters) aw Y from their regular university jobs which they get paid
for while on calls." .
Dr. Charles Robinson, president of the Maine Society of Forensic Psychology,
said that while he couldn't comment specifically on this case, because of his unfamiliarity with it. there are certain generalizatons that can be made.
.- ypically repeated (bomb threat i callers are caucasian males under the age of
0, who fern alienated, and hest a significant identity crisis in regard to their sexal,
'i..'2hesaid
Ai1fiam Halteman. assistant professor ot mathematic, ..ho A ls in his Neville
Uic threat "seems kind
ri 1 office during the incident and chose fet.1C4$.C.
Most permie chose to stay in %ievillle Hall Tuesday during the third bomb Hurst. Of saly, like some sort of prank. It's just something we have to put up with,"
Yesterday's bomb threat was the fourth in the past two days.
Signs were posted to warn students entering the building of the possible danger,
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GSS interacts with TUB in forum
vicei, answered promptly.
"Democracs' has ;prevailed." he
said Rand stated his function as a member
of TUB."I am present to make sure certain programs are directed where thcneed to be," Rand said.
Caruso said Rand makes sure the
mon-es is spent correctls.
eiv,"We are students programming for
students," Hutchinson said. "I think
we're accountable to students."
Board member Mike McQuarrie said
that TUB is "genuinely interested in
what students want "
Off campus senator Pat Quinn said
that the board should be a hoard of student gosernment
Regarding questions about sources of
funding, the board members responded
saying that they are allcicated $100,000
bs. the university, 5 percent of the student life fee.
-The Administration does not control
Out funds. We have been allocated
SI00,003. If!give you $1130,000 and you
spend it a certain was. you're fret to do
that," Wallace said
McQuarne said the Union Board has
the resources to program a wide arras
of programs.
"We've tried sure-fire things for

responded to this, saying that -there are
stronger student needs than monopoly
games."
TUB member Katherine Hutchinson
fielded a question concerning the appropriate measures of determining stu
dent needs.
"We'se had publicity," she said
"If students aren't aware, than there's
nothing we can do The more oriented
we become with the campus, the better
we can address those needs. We are open
to anybody's position."
Scott said there hasn't been diverse
programming by TUB.
"There are a lot more needs than you
are willing to state. There is no need for
the duplication of programming,"
Scott said.
. Scott was referring to nights when two
demos are ecbeduied to take place in the
Union, for example.
Hutchinson responded by saying that
some duplication senes the needs of..the
population.
"I think there's some room for some
duphcation, room for expansion I think
'we're serving the needs of the student
population," she said.
When accused of being a puppet'
of the president's administration. David
Rand, associate dean of Student Ser-

analhas Badi
,Otatt Wri
- The Union Board fielded hostile questions about their procedures for programming from members of the General
Student Senate last night.
TUB was -present at the GSS to
answer questions senators had about
certain student programs, funding procedures, and interaction with students
Meliisa Johnson, off campus senator,
asked the board if they would perform
functions for specialized groups.
"We need to assess the needs of
university students and program for
those needs." TUB member Charles
Caruso said.
Board member Chris Wallace said
--that the only way of determining the
needs of the students is by people walking into the Union Board office.
"That's the only means_ we have of
accessing those needs," he said. "The
needs as we set them are to incorporate
the Union building to needs we vie* as
appropriate." Wallace said.
Wallace gave examples of programs
such as After Hours and the Monopoly
championship to be held later this
month.
Off campus senator Mike Scott

students," he said. "Dennis Miller,
The iloyz, we have the resources to espose students .to a variety of programs."
In other senate matters, the GSS gas e
approval to the Dads Marne Campus to
put to the student population a referendum to increase the communication fee
from $3 to Sn. a semester
'The resolution gis es the senate's support to the referendum and passed by a
narrow margin. 11-9, with six
abstentions.
An act providing Student Legal Services with $2,600 to purchase a Macintosh computer that would replace the
current "out-of-date, difficult.' to
operate Atari computer"- was over
w•helminglv passed
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Arizona swears in new governor
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PHOENIX, Ariz.(AP) Rose Mofford, a Democrat known as "Auntie
Rose" throughout the government of
Arizona, was sworn in Tuesday to
replace Evan Mecham following his conviction and removal by the Senate impeachment court.
Mrs. Mofford became Arizona's 18th
governor, and first woman executive.
"Little did I realize 47 years ago that
this would happen," she told an
invitation-only group of stafinsembers
in her protocol office. "My regret is that
I didn't have all of my friends with us
today. This is. a day that I will never
forget for the rest of my life."
Mrs Mofford. 65, scheduled a lateafternoon news conference Tuesday but
canceled all other appearances and
allowed only a pool television camera to
her swearing-in ceremony in the governor's offices. At least one TV station
broadcast the brief ceremony live.
No one else was permitted it the
ceremony because Mrs. Mofford "is
desirous of not rubbing salt in the
wounds. — Press Secretary Athia
Hardt said.

Mrs.. Mofford was sworn in by Chief
Justice Frank Gordon of the Arizona
Supreme Court. Gordon also presided
over the Senate's impeachment trial of
Mechiun, an elected Republican who
was removed from office Monday.
As secretary of state, Mrs. Mofford
had been acting governor since Mecham
was impeached by the state House in
February. Arizona does not have a
lieutenant governor.
Mrs. Mofford was "very energentic"
at a morning Cabinet meeting but "a little subdued" by the events that, put her
in charge of the government where she
has worked for 17 years, Ms. Hardt
said. She has worked for or with II of
the state's 17 previous governors.
As secretary of state for the last 10
years, she has pinch hit for Metharn and
his predecessor, Democrat Bruce Babbitt, but "never thought that it would
happen, and it was not really a goal of
hers," Ms. Hardt added.
Mrs. Mofford, who is divorced and
has no children, began her government
career in 1941 as a secretary. She wits appointed assistant secretary of state in

1955 and secretary of state '22 years
later. She won election to the post in
1978, 1982 and 1986, each time by wide
rnaragins.
Her duties as secretary of state included such functions as keeping the state's
Great Seal, attesting to official acts of
government and handling government
publications. The secretary of state's office also oversees state elections and
keeps records on lobbyists.
Mrs. Mofford must name someone to

succeed her as secretary of state and was
expected to name her long-time aide,
Karen Osborn
Undecided was whether Mrs. Mofford's elevation would cancel a May 17
gubernatorial recall election scheduled
while Mecham was still in ofice, and
whether she would be allowed to campaign because of a law that requires
state officials to resign in some cases
before campaigning for another post.

Complaints? Gripes? Frustrations? Let
us know about them! Maybe it'll make
a difference. Write to the Dailv Maine
Campiiii, Suite 7a, Lord Hall

Summer Employment Opportunities
With

Merrill/Norstar Bank
Merrill/Norstar Bank has several challenging opportunities
for summer employees. Openings exist for tellers at various
branches andlor operational support staff at our Exchange
St. office Mid-May availability is preferred If you desire a
rewarding summer job in a professional work environment,
contact the Human Resources Dept for an appointment
941-6000.

merniNorsiar Bank
irmiairvdm %•••11•10

0.C..B., U.M.F.B., Panhel, I.D.B., WMEB & WTOS
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in Concert
STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN
and DOUBLE TROUBLE
with

special guest

The aue Flames

Friday April 8th, 1988
8:00 p.m. Memorial Gym
Tickets: -$10.00 UMaine Students
$15.00 General Public

SIIVIERAYVAUCiliAN
AND DOUBLE TROUBLE

Tickets are now 'available at the Maine Center for the Arts box
--4affice ancLwill also be sold in the Memorial Union April 4th-8th
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Professor wants school song revised
iv Ma Illsanan
sims +.4.444.•
Some people at the University of
Maine think the "Maine Stein Song' is
sexist and promotes alcohol, and want
.it to be changed.
"It's time to revise . the "Stein
Song'," said Professor George
Markowsky, head of the computer
science department.
"I strongly feel that certain passages tin
the song) glorifying drinking and the
sexist language are not appropriate tor
this university any longer."
- Markowsky said he sent a revised s er
sion of the song to UMaine's President
Lick over a year ago.
"I sent his office a re-written version
in January of 1987, and I hadn't heard
anything until just recently:" he Said.
According to Mansur Pickering.
President Lick's executise assistant, the
President has asked she and Sue Estler.
the university's director of equal opportunity, to come up with some names for
a committee on the subject
Pickering said there had been no tor
mal charge written for the committee.
but it will likely be "to look into the
possibility of changing the "Stein
Song."
Student government President
Tamara Davis does not support the
change.
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The "Maisie Stein Sisal% which was written I. 1104. sway
become the "The Meier soles" if Professor Markowsks has
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Estabrook-

Coed

his way. Mastslinky has sent his proposal to President Lick
who will have s coseminre "look Imothe piseibillties."

"Raise a song to dear old Maine'
Shout til the rafters nng!
Stand and sins an ode once again,
Let every loyal Maine grad sing
Markowsky's proposal would also
change "Id the girls who will lose us

someday"' to "To the ones who will
love us someday!"
Markowsky would title his song "The
Maine Song."
The idea of officially changing the
(see SONG pate 101

Impress Future Employers
with a Professional
Looking Resume.
Have your resume typeset
at
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"I think this is Just another attempt
The "Stein Song" now reads
by the administration to make this a drv
"Raise the stems to dear old Maine'
campus." she said "I'm against the
.Shout
tit the rafters ring'
idea. I'm sure it would upset some alumStand and drink a toast one again,
ni. ••
Let every loyal Maine man sing "
"It's not a foregone conclusion that
it would be changed," Pickering said. Markowsky's version says:

.a/

IT MINI
Start Writ,

In Song
• ybqf Maine)

Halls

Graduate hail
Graduate Resource Center
Seminar rooms

Cooperative Living

Upperclass Students
Non-Traditional Student
over 22 years old

Present Residents- See your R.A. or R.D.
Future Residents- Contact the Residential
581-4584
Life Office

Residential Life
University Of Maine
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Just Contact
Karen, Mike, or Jan
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UMaine may inititiate paid parking
ibissla eerie
a" Write

A University of Maine traffic committee is presently .tossing around an
idea to restrict student parking in Dunn
and Corbett Hall lots during athletic
events. while charging a price for community vehicles to park, said Student
Government Vice President John
O'Dea.

Though Athletic • Director Kevin
White requested last 611 that additional
•lots be used for paid parking, students
would not be required to pay if their cars
hase parking decals, said Linwood
"Woody" Canine. associated director
of Physical Education and Athletics.
"We are not after students to pay.
they already pay enough," Carville
said.

Carville, who is in charge of the additional parking plan, says the idea to
O'Dea says the administration is fulexpand the paid parking areas from Ally aware additional paid parking for the
fond Arena to Memorial Gymnasium,
1988-89.academic year will occur durDunn and Corbett Hall lots, was never
ing athlet* esents, if approved by the
formally submitted to the traffic comtraffic ccimmittee
mittee and there were no intentions of
"The administration has to remember
charging students, as O'Dea claims.
it is a university for the students,"
Alan Reynolds, director of UMaine
O'Dea said.
Public Safety, confirms Carville's
However, Thomas Aceto, vice president for Administration, has no
response.
knowledge of the suggested additionrud
''There wasliO ProposaRto 0101 student's vehicles from their lots). Addiparking for the community,

•Panama
West Lk-k,
who will

ions "The

kriging the
; page 10w

The units arriving include an Army
battalion of military police, s company
of Marines, three Air Force au base
ground defense units. two squads of
guard dogs and their handlers and an
Army aviation unit.
The U.S. Southern Command, which
has its headquarters near Panama City.
had about 611X) secunty personnel among
its 10.000 servicemen and women before
the Reagan administration stepped up
its campaign to oust Nonega early last
month.
In mid-March, the Pentagon sent

Ilonal paid parking was just being
discussed to determine what we would
do," Reynolds said.
An original proptital recommended.,
five years ago, suggested paid parking
areas should be increased and students
with parking decals will be admitted to
park their vehicles free of charge.
. Today, the same focus is being taken
of additional parking not at the expense
ofAtudents, Carville said.
If the paid parking is added to the
university
during
athletic
events,"students can come and go as
they please without being charged, but
there will be problems about_uscom..1.
he said.
It is a normal sight for the parking
lots to be overflowing 'with vehicles,
especially during UMaine hockey
games.
"We wt
-11-W4'the same problem of
lack of space for students parking on big
•

•

•..„••-•

game nights without paid parking,"
Carville said.
•
However, pield parking has its
advantages.
Often $800 to $900 is generated per
athletic event.
••When 30 activities are going on
we're not talking peanuts." Carville
said.
The money collected from the paid
parking is appropriated to those
UMaine athletics that are often less fortunate than hockey. men's and women's
basketball and men's baseball, said
Carville.
For example, the members of the
UMaine track team collected money at
the Alfond parking booths, during
home hockey games earlier in the season
and were alloted $150 for each contest.
Carville said.
James Ballinger, UMaine track team
head coach, used the money to expand
the track schedule.

•,••-••----

••••••'."•
...0"-•
•
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Alcoholis Anonymous

another 670 security personnel to
Panama to help protect military
The primary task of all U.S. military
personnel in Panama is to safeguard the
canal until it is handed over by treaty to
the Panamanian government at noon on
Dec. 31, 1999.
About 13.000 military dependents
also live in Panama, along with another
1,300 U.S. employees of the Panama
Canal Coninimi-ari and their 2,600
dependents. Most of them live in the old
Panama Canal zone, a 10-mile-wide
strip of land hordering the canal

Meetings are"held every Monday
and Thursday from 12-1 p.m. in the
Ham Room or Old Town Room,
second floor of the Memorial
Union.

4

.e.i.c-

Applications and Nominations
are requested for the
University of Maine
Outstanding Achievement Award
The University fo Maine Outstanding Achievement Award is presented to up to twelve students,
either undergraduate or graduate, for outstanding
achievement in non-academic endeavors. These
awards will be presented to students who received degrees in December, 1987, or who anticipate
receiving degrees in May, 1988, or August, 1988.
1. Community Service - public service in a
broad sense, either on or off campus.
2. Campus Citizenship - Student Government,
organizational leadership, creative activism.
3. Athletics
4. Arts and Communication - graphic arts,
language arts, theatre arts.
Deadline: NOON, Wednesday, April 13,
1988. Application forms can be picked up and
returned together with a letter of nomination or
endorsement to the Center for Student Services,
Attn. Mr. Dwight Rideout, Assistant Vice President and Dean of Student Services, Second Floor,
Memorial Union (telephone 1406).

taig-••••-•24,0-~r"Actaelow44.
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Now Accepting
Applications for...

• w0 roof

,IF

Editor
and
Assistant Editor
of WHETSTONE
for 1988-1989
Applications are available
in the Student Government
Office in the Union.
D•ocilin• for applications is
April 5th. Turn completed
applications in to the Off
Campus Board office, third
floor, Memorial Union.
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These are paid positions.
,
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UMaine gets condom dispenser at Cutler
14 ;be Tater
Stott Wrder

Each speciallY lubricated condom is
indisidually packaged in its own sealed
box and 75 cents will provide you with
the "Ultra Shape" Ultimate Form Fitting condom. But don't come to the
infirmars without your quarters because
the machine only accepts correct change
and their is no change machine mailable
t here.
According to Ruth Lockhart, a ses

The infirmary at the Cutler Health
Center has a new addition direct!) to the
right of the candy and coke machines
No, it's. not a video game or change
machine, the new addition
the first
condom dispenser to be placed at a
universitv or college in the state • of
Iain
e....vratelt—,e...
4filett.Sti.."0161104.1101016.."2

WE'RE SO EXCITED!
NEW SPRING AND SUMMER STYLES,
COLOR AND CUTS!
Come in and experience the NEW
WAVE At SOUTHERN STYLES
We've just taken the latest classes in
Danvers, Mass.
2
Tan

• SPECIALS ON
toing
COLOR

O4A
'T vs

AND
HIGHLIGHTS

Call for appointment 8f6-7976
38 Main Str*ei
Oronc Maine
rs•—xe Mc-4cASIelle•0"-Au tic's•-•,-45 exc'ec-4,1

4—)4,21tiltrerWr

uality ,.AIDS educator at 'UMaine. the
dispenser was provided free by USA
Pharmaceutical of Maine after they
were contacted by Dr. Roberta Berrien.
Berrien,. the director of the health
cente, sa* a need for :he machine for
people wishing to purchase condoms
-during the evening hours.
According to Lockhart. nurses would
. sell condoms to students at night but this
will not be occurring anymore. Condoms will.still be available at the health
center pharmacy during the day and at
the university bookstore.
"I see this as the beginning of a trend
on the UName campus towards Making
condoms more accessible," Lockhart
said.,UMame now joins such schools as
the University .of Connecticut,• I)Mass
and Cornell University with the new
addition.
Lockhart stressed that the health
center did not put the machine there to
make money. In fact. only 10 percent of
the profits will go towards universits
resenue. USA Pharmacelincal of Maine
is donating a portion of their profits to
national .ASIDS research as. well.
Although plans for more condom
dispensers to be placed around campus
and in fraternities have been discussed.
no final decisions hase been made
"It's a logical thing for health centers a
to do in order to prevent the spreading
of sexually- transnutted diseases and help
control unplanned pregnark-s among
college students," I ockhan said
As a result of depleted supplies of I
mils= deporer. Waled he
condoms, the fish bowl with fret con(utter Health fester, is the first to be
doms will no longer be in use. Lockhart
hopes to hese the fish bowl next year
used tit a maivenity Of COMIC I the
state of Maim. The coadoeas cost 75
*hen she displays information on either
ffOl•
C'hiamydia or Genital Warts
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Q. First I had a girlfriend while I was
going to renege -- we lived together for
two years. Then I got married and that
was wonderful until it got lousy and we
got divorced. I had three live-in
girlfriends over the next II years. Now
I have gotten married sgain and have a
family. This is terrific; I love it. She
loves it. But Mike doesn't love it.
Mike has been my sidekick since high
school. Every household I have ever
had. Mike has bees part of it. He is like
a kid brother. My shadow. He doesn't
live with as now thoegh at times he has
shared apartments with me and my gets.
My girtltieeds all liked him. He has been
their pet. I don't want to make his
weed Ike a total &predrill because I
have bees lonely sod in the dumps, sad
he has been the one I tensed for cowpony. All his Meads other than tee, he
Set through me. He has had a con*
of girls, be isn't gay, but be cast think
of 'life of his own.
Now, Jan wheel I have a good marriage. be doesn't like my wile. A Mead
tells me he sever realty likes My
girlfriends, They take up too suck of
my time. On the othr head, be will borrow one to take to a party or a cower*
when be has two tickets senseeee gave
%hat goes on ben?

A. I am glad you don't ask if he is
gay, or if you are gay because he is so
much pan of your life. It is a relief once
in a while not to be asked that question
There are so many kinds of attachments
besides sexual. It happens that you go
ahead and do things and he tags along
You have more ideas to act on -- some
unwise, maybe, but at least interesting
to you He is stuck for ideas i like that

he has no partner for sex, no intimate
Lompanionship to warm his existence.

Friends Are Not Always Lovers
sou know he has contributed something.
As for what goes on here, it is a
friendship. I have a friend. He said,
our friends are oddballs. Have you
noticed?' I said 'Except you and Ma'
You have this friend: he needs you. YOU
have needed him Someday you will
again, and you will be glad he is there.
If he doesn't like your wife, tell him.
'look: you don't like her, but be nice
to her or I have to ask you not to hang
around and after all I am used to you
hanging around. Besides, someday you
will probably like her, to you own surprise.' If he doesn't like that he may go
away and sulk awhile, but he will be
back. they always do come back, and
not always at a good moment, ober
But sometime again you will be glad
you will be glad you have that oddball
friend.
Q. I have been in a wierd relationship
for several years with a woman who
won't have sex. She says she doesn't
want to have WI with anyone. that
makes her different from me. %hat can
I de I am deveted to her, 1 hive run
around on her, it is as if we have a real
understanding that we are a couple, but
she wont make plans and she won't

have sex. I am tired of thinking about
her and gratifying myself, but I really
on't want to give her up.
A.You should talk about this to some
kind of cunselor you trust. Because you
really should make up your mind that
this is a friendship you depend on but
that will never be completely satisfying
to you because you want more out of it.
You have to get into a frame of mind
where you can face the facts, write your
woman friend a letter and say you need
a woman who wants to be a lover or a
wife. That you want her friendship but
you have other needs You iust may not
get into that frame of mind with some
outside help.
Q. I am a 45-year-old male virgin
under a good deal of stress from family
and other problems. I have beets told
that masturbating would relieve trinket
and depression. Is there any truth in
this?
A.Masturbation is not a cure for
unhappiness. For a depressed person,
trying to relieve his misery by masturbation could very well make him more
miserable_ It could start him thinking
how he has to do this for himself, that

If you have a spell of the blues, the
best thing is to let it pass; if, on the other
hand, you know you have been distressed for a long time and suspect it won't
go away, the best thing to do is talk to
a counselor. This is what clergymen,
psychiatrists, psychotherapists, school
counselors and social workers are good
for. I am not suggesting that all those
categories are the same, but there is help
in each of them. And they can steer you
to the type of professional help you
need.
Don't keep trying home remedies for
chronic illness, .such as this idea that
masturbation will help you. Also, avoid
alcohol and mood-changing drugs
unless professionally prescribed. Get
real help with your real problem.
Masturbation has-been described as a
release from sexual tension, yes. But
sexual tension is not an illness like
depression. Very healthy people are
most likely to have it. If they masturbate, it is seeking pleasure -- and with
enjoyable fantasies that -a depressedperson probably will not be able to summon
up

SAFER SEX
Let me remind everyone that this is
the time to be extremely careful in your
sexual activities because of the
prevalence of sexually transmitted
diseases. I have written a pamphlet, Dr.
Ruth's Guide to Safer Sex. To obtain a
copy, send SI and a self-addressed,
stamped, legal-sized envelope to Dr.
Ruth/Safer Sex, P.O. Box 19709. Ir,
vine, Calif. 92713-9709.
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The April 7th opening of the
ECB Office!

Located by the Rec. Area in the
lower level of Cumberland Hall,
ALL EAST CAMPUS Students
are invited to stop by or phone
4937 with their concerns or
questions.
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Abolish DH for fans' sake

B

aseball season is once again upon us. and with
opening day comes the annual debate over the
designated hitter and whether the position should
remain at the major league level.
Currently the DH is employed in Major League
Baseball's American League only. Besides the A.L., it is
rare to find the DH rule being put to use.
It seems there Must be an excellent reason for using
the DH. After all, the A.L. is still clinging to the DH
when almost everyone else has passed it over. But a
strong argument for it really can't be made.
Those who support the DH say that it puts more hitting into the game.
If the non-supporter offers any rebuttal, those in
favor of he DH often point out that it allows some of
baseball's older players to remain in the game and extend their careers.
Firstly, not all fans of the game of baseball enjoy it
purely for its hitting. There are many other aspects that
make a person follow and enjoy the game, such as pitching and defense.
Some do enjoy the hitting, but it's not as though
without the DH nobody will be getting base hits or
scoring runs.
And should any player who is unable to play a position in the field regularly be in the major leagues
anyway?
Is it that important that a player who can barely run
the bases come to bat four or five times a game just
because he was an all-star during his prime?
The DH also takes away a major part of the game—

• strateg) Picture the follossing situation.
Tie game, ninth inning. Team A's pitcher is scheduled
to bat in the inning. Does the manager pinch-hit for
him in hopes of sconng a run, or does he allow a pitcher. who was throwing well, to remain in the game.
hoping to hold team B and win the game in a later
inning?
This is a situation an American League manager
never has to make!
• .s
The DH also causes confusion in the World Series. Is
it fair that one team, who has not used the DH all
season be forced to play with one to win the World
Series?
Some might argue that the N I. is not hurt because
they also, get to use an extra hitter in the World Series.
but this is not true.
The A.L. team has been paying a bag hitter to DH all •
season, while the N.L. team has not. In the World
Series, their DH is usually a reserve who has not been
hitting or playing on a regular basis all season.
If the DH rule Could be added without taking away •
from the game most fans would be for it, but it does
take away from the game, and what it adds (more offense) isn't worth the loss. MLR has stated that they want the D.H. rule to be
the same in both leagues. For their sake and for those
who enjoy the game, the best decision would be to
eliminate the D H
s‘i
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Michael Di Clc63'
There's a syndi..atesi columnist
based in some metropoliton mecca of
sophistication who calls herslf Miss
Manners., What Mtn Manners does,
is to advise those poor slobs who are
foolish enough to write in, on how to
act with some dearer of couth in their
dreary little lives..
She aswers such tough questions as
what colon one should wear at a
funeral and how to act at the dinner
table.
- Get the racture?
Now,imagine, if you will, instead
of being Miss Manners from
counopolitansille. the person was
Miss Manahs from Aroostook
County
Unlike Miss Manners, who offers,
for the most part, superficial advice
for the hard of thinkini, Mus
Manahs would provide a saluablc
WNW!
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Michael Di Caeca is a journalism
major from Essex Junction,
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She would answer questions from
tourists and other people from away.
For example:
Dear Miss .Wanahs,
- My wife and I are from the deep
south, you know, Portland, and we
well soon he traveling up north II hat
can we wear to survive the harsh ar•
:If temperatures?
Mr. and Mrs. X iron, Portkind
Dear Mrs and Mr X from
Portland.
•
Well, by geerlsobs You need to go
ovah to li-Maht and git yourselves
some of those old long johns. You
put a pan of 'em on and you'll be
viahma then faht in a mitten
As sou can see, this column would
provide a saluabk service indeed
An other example:
Dear Mai Manaltr.
My boyfriend went out to bur a
new car, but instead of getting a iii
ed Chevy Nova, he went and got one
of those vestals foreign jobs wrth
pop-up headlights
Everyone in the ((runts laughs at
us when we drive hi.. and I get really
emharasod. What should I do?
Car Trouble
Dear Car Trouble,
Good Gawd girl, it's quite plain
yOur boyfriend is a numba than a
sack full of hamahs. Grt,.nd of •im
before he stahts to cause some real
trouble.
Now - I realize it ma) be hard it,
convince Miss Manners to vse up her
urban townhouse and all. But hs
Jesuz, if she did I bet she'd be busier
than a one-arm paper hanger
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How many letters will be
wntten to the Campus concermng the pro/con state of Mime
garbage?
I don't know, but here is
mine.
I don't feel that someone
from outside the state.has the
nght to call me backwards just
because I am from Maine.
I don't feel that the pro'Maine crusaders hart the right
to classify mc as good, honest.
and cloy:in-to-earth just because
I am from Maine.
I enjoy driving 100 miles per__
hour.
I have been told that I am not
"down-to-earth"
I enjoy the wilderness and

wide open spaces that Maine
has to offer, but I have also
seen a lot of city life outside the
state that I have enjoyed.
I guess I'm just not one of
you "good ol' boys" who is
standing up for your state, and
if anybody doesn't like it. they
Can leave it, right on. Larry,
_Darryl. and Darryl!
I do know that I don't like
being pan of an out-of-stater's
...tereotypical view of Maine
people either.
In any case, it's not worth
getting excited about, guys and
gals,.so let's all take a deep
breath and count to ten, huh?
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Dennis 1 Barton
Aroostook Hall

Deadline nearing
for applications
To the editor
The deadline is approaching
for nursing students from
Washington ('ounty who with
to apply for a scholarship
through the Down East
Registered Nurses Association
Interested students nerd to has c
,.ompleted one sear of training

and show both financial need
and scholastic achievement.
Students who meet all these
qualifications and are interested
in this scholarship can contact
the Student Aid Office for
more
information
The
deadline is April 10th. 198/1.

Have a gripe? Let other people
know what's on your mind.
Send a letter to
the Daily Maine Campus.

Student Aid Office

Student calls attention to conditions of food
To the editor
ks a concerned student, I feel
that it IA Ill) JUIN to call atten-

non to the disgusting slop that
is served here daily at UMaine
At first, I looked at articles
like this one with humor, but

now I realize that the only thing
funny is the way the food looks
and smells. Harsh.
!Lay?
What human being enjclys

eating dishwater rice with
pseudo peppers, and peas soaked in the cafeteria's own
luscious gravy?

5111007144i DeittiogsTRATORS,
!AtAlqG 5410 1OVt5,,'
tUDI$CasjialgE WINGS!

ittit9At., I'D
tierttlk vlort Set Atil
tteRwa a'NV!

What's wrong with the black
streaked fish, and the cheese,
onion, egg, fungi, and black
olive ()mkt casseroles? We're
paying for it, that's what!
All I have to say is. the indisidual who plans these fine
meals had better remain
anonymous!
Kesin Way
Gannett Hall

WHEN WRITING...
The Daily Maine Campus

.4.447111..r

welcomes letters to the editor
and
commentaries from
members of the university community. Letters should be 100
words or less, and commentaries about 450 words. In
order to verify the validity of
letters, we must have a name,
address, and telephone number.
Although the newspaper
welcomes anonymous letters, it
will not print them unless a
special arrangement for
withholding the name has been
made with the editor.
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Mitchell-begins re-election campaign
PORTLAND (AP)- George J. Mitchell. Maine's junior U.S. senator who
earned national recognition for his role
in the Iran-Contra hearings. on Tuesday
launched his re-election campaign, vowing not to dismiss lightly any challenge
to his front-runner status.
Democratic
The
54-year-old
lawmaker, who has a S1.5 million cantl
paign chest and no challengers from his
party, is considered by some political experts to be unbeatable in November,
when he faces Republican Jasper
"Jack" S. Wyman. a former
Democratic state legislator..
For his part. Mitchell is playing it
safe.
"I firmly believe that in Amencan
politics there * no such thing as a candidate whildaMmeit lose and a candidate
who MON win," Mitchell said in announcing his campaign.
"1 take nothing for granted. I believe
any public official who takes his office
for granted cannot and should not be
elected."

Maine Democratic Parts Chairman
Rick Barton also was cautious in
discussing Mitchell's campaign.
But he said he believed the senator's
incumbent status, accessibility to voters
and his communication skills would help
ASSI1Te success.
'I don't think anybody is unbeatable
in Maine politics," Barton explained.
".On the other hand, I think he's the
most popular leader in the state."
If re-elected, Mitchell said he will seek
election as Senate majority leader on the
assumption that Sen. Robert Byrd of
West sVirginia, who has held that post
since 1986, will not run nem for office.
Mitchell has said he expects his
strongest rivals would be Sens. Daniel
K. Inouye of Hawaii and Bennett
Johnston of Louisiana.
Mitchell, who declined to speculate on
what he might do if Bs-rd decides to run
again, said his ascendancy to dieleadership post would bring prominence and
respect from colleagues.
"I think that it enhances my ability

The Hair Hut
and

Tropical Sun
The latest in hairstyling techniques and tanning
facilities. Wolfe tanning beds with facial tanners, and
built-in Pioneer AM/FM cassette players!

to persuade on behalf .of the people of
Maine.. in those meek: I believe the
country should be involved...," he
said, adding. "I don't want to suggest
that as a panacea, because if I don't win
I don't want it to be assumed I have no
use "
A well-liked politician with a knack
for remembering names, Mitchell promised to pursue an agenda he established during his seven and a half years in
strengthing of campaign finance laws
and the passage of catastrophic health
care for the elderly.

No Democrat has mounted a
challenge to Mitchell. who was appointed to the Senate in 1980 to fill the
seat vacated by his political mentor, Edmund S. Muslim.
Despite Mitchell's strong candidacy,
state Republican Party leaden insist
_Wyman, who is director of the conservative Christian Civic League of Maine.
is not a sacrificial lamb.
-We feel we'll be able to run, a very
credible race against (Mitchell) with our
candidate." said Karen Stram. chairwoman of the state Republican Party.

Song

lenatimiest from pop 4)

song leads to questions c.oncerning
copyrights Pickering said she had no
idea what problems of this nature might
come up
The committee will consist of faculty, administrators, aluinni, and students
and should be appointed by next week
The original "Maine Stein Song" was
written in 1ik04 by Lincoln Colcord and
the music Was adapted by Albert
Sprague. The musk came from an old
march titled ''Cl.pie.**, It Ivakwritten by
E.A. Fenstad and was writietilkb0
,
00f
of O.P. Rreckinridge.
Interestingly enough, when the song
was written, Maine was one of only two
states with prohibition laws
In the late twenties crooner and
UMaine alum Rudy Vallee made the
song a hit worldwide. Even then folks
at the unisersity protested when Vallee

changed the original "Fill as the rafters
ring!" to "Shout as the rafters ring!"
As early as 1930 the National
Women's Christian Temperance Union
complained to university President
Harold S. Boardman about the song
promoting people to drink.
Boardman assured them the song did
not promote drinking, but, instead,
school spirit and the issue was quick!)
dined
In 1961 singer Mitch Miller sans a dif-.
fermi sermon of the song on his weekly
NBC television show and drew the ire
of the Maine State Legislature who officially protested the matter It seems
Miller left out all references to the state
of Maine.
Maine students even went so far as to
hang an effigy of Miller on a sign in
front of the campus at Orono

.
,
:Students receive 10 percent off all hairstyling services.:
.
Call about our tanning specials.
•
•..................
•
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Just 3 miles North of McDonalds on RI 2
47 Maio Rd. Milford
827-6723

Brought to you FREE by 'DB!
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icshly roily/led
oragq,cy
and other fruit, garden fresh crispy
saladsolow fat milk, fruit juices, a
yariety of flavored dietetic yogurts
and exciting sandwich options arc
all presented through modcrn vend•ing equipment offered exclusively
▪ by CANTEEN.
'ROOM 011011IT
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MON T%

Prepared fresh every day in the immaculate CANTEEN kitchens and
delis cred by a Canteen reprevcntative, you arc assured of freshnessand flavorful lanches ..day after
day. The added convenience and
speedo(vended foods can add hours
and satisfaction ID yo- busy day.
For the health of the caloric-conscious busy person on the go, we
suggest a nutritious lunch from
CANTEEN - We think you'll like it!

Date:April 6 & 7
Time:shows at 7 & 9 p.m

Place:130 Little Hall
Amission:FREE ,\

mid).1e
SANDWICHES

Is
rei

ICE CREAM
FRUIT
HOT 11. COLD DRINKS
HOT 8 COLD ENTR

DESERTS
MILK
CANDY
ASSORTED SNACKS
DOLLAR BILL CHANGER,.

244 Perry Road
BANGOR

252 Old t • •
Road
LEWISTON

76 Dart nq Avt-SO. PORTLAND

945-5688

784-5161

773-8141
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Science education lagging in U.S
(CPS) — U.S. students trail their
foreign - counterparts itt'r•Science
knowledge. placing almost last in
achievement tests given in 17 nations,
according to a major new study.

Michael McCormick, the biology
department chairman at Montclair State
College (N.J.). "The United States is ignorant in many areas compared to other
nations."

Another report released last week
determined that most young kids , —
regardless of countr)
behese the
earth is flat.
The .Second International Science
Study(ISS)found American students in
the fifth, ninth and 12th grades performed poorly compared to students
from other countries. U.S. students, the
ISS found, finished last or almost last
in biology, physics, chemistry and other
.sciences.

"The data paint a dismal picture of
science education in the United States
today," said Bassam Shakhashiri of
the National SCIttICe Eciundation.

In fact. man) t: S Students performed no -better than if they would have
guessed the answers.
'I'm not surprised." said Dr.

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS -
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The study, conducted by theinternabona! Association for the Evaluation of
Educational Achievement, ranked U.S.
fifth-graders eighth among 15 countries
in overall science. knowledge. Ninthgraders finished 15th out of 17 nations,
while_ American high school seniors
enrolled in advanced -science ,clesses.
finished last in tests administered to
more than 200,000 students in 7,500
schools worldwide between 1981 and
1986.

Consequently, all U.S. testtakers were
competing agaist only the most
academically talented students in foreign .
countries.
Still, there are those- who say
Although American educators agree American attitudes about education
U.S. students are not receiving the have a lot to be desired. "In some counscience education other nations provide, tries, education -is a special treat, a
they're wary of the-study itself.
privilege that's respected." said
"I'd like to see how it was con- McCormick.
ducted," said Vincent Sindt. the
Sindt cited low teacher salaries and
director of the University of Wyoming even selfish parents as reasons.
Science and Math Teaching Center."If
'Some parents are more willing to
the test just measured the quick recall spend money on a new color television'
of facts, let 'em have it. If it was a than help provide fix. their children's
measure of how • students think or education.
• .
_ •
reason, then I'd be worried."
U.S. students, particularly at the col"There are a lot of statistical pro- lege level, sec education as a means
blems," said McCormick. Education
towards a high-paying career, without
in the United States, he said, is mans alue of its own, McCormick said. "The
datory, while other nations don't require
desire to get an education is limited in
all children to attend school.
this country.

Children from Japan. Korea,
Hotland;-..ifungary. England and
Singapore generally recorded the best
scores.

College from the Inside Out
U.

written by students for students, and wit feature .mpoilarg emotes.
photographs and cartoons selected from university newspapers from
across the country

THE MAINE CAMPUS
is a charter member of the American Collegiate Network which
has made the introduCtiOn of the exciting new publication
Doss,ble

YOUR FIRST STEP
TOWARD SUCCESS IS THE ONE YOU
COULD TAKE THIS SUMMER.
Army ROTC Camp Challenge Its exciting and it may be your last chance to
graduate with an Officers commission
4
6;
./
II •

The American Colegiase abatvronk Santa 1.4onsr.a. Calibers&
4r,^

ARM ROTC
TBimam MUNI
Find out rnore!
Milt Ter UM TAM.
contact: Major Larry Porter, room 114, Armory, 581.1126

storieimiterwakisitio-ar-aoltig-ar-Asitiexcw-Aele:

NOMINATIONS FOR
FACULTY -IN-RESIDENCE
WANTED
The Department of Residential Life is now accepting
nominations for faculty-in -residence from students.
The faculty-in-residence program is designed to link
educational aspects of the residence halls with the
academic community
By living in a residence hall. faculty get to experience
student life first hand and students :get to interact with
a faculty member outside of the ClantOom. If _you have a
favorite professor yctu would like to have living in a
resioence hall, this is your chance to nominate her or him.

The New Student
Welcome Program
WANTS YOU!!!
Do you remember the first days on campus and how important it was to get started on the right foot and to meet
you?
in
interest
an
took
who
people
Student
Applications are now -being accepted for New
Welcome Assistants for September 2-5,1988 The New Student Welcome Program was initiated to give incoming
students individualized programs and information before
the returning students arrive back on campus. Welcome
Assistants will work with Residential Life and the New
Student Orientation Program to welcome new students
oiW involve-thentitry all aspects -of-the fall program
You must be available Friday, September 2 through Monday, September 5, 1988. Payment for involvement in the
New Student Welcome is $50.00.

**Application Deadline: Friday, April /5**
Send your nominations to
The Department of Residential Life
Estabrooke Hall

Pick up applications form your Residential Area
Office or New Student Programs, 2nd floor, Memorial
Union.

Deadline date is April 20
Jointly sponsored by the New Student Programs and the
Department of Residential Life.

Ni. EPSITv

Completed Applications should be returned to your
Residential Area Office if you are an on-campus
student or to New Student Programs, Memorial Union, if
you are an off-campus student.
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Americans are eating too much fat
WASHINGTON(AP) Americaigs are
eating too much animal fat and government regulations make it difficult for the
food industry to market leaner and more
healthful meats and dairy products, a
scientific panel said Tuesday.
Although consumption of animal fat
has gone down, many Americans still
are eating their way to poor health with
too much cholesterol, fatty acids and
salt, and not enough foods that provide
the needed calcium and iron said a
report by a committee of the National
Research Council.
It said "the incidence of nutrition related health problems, is significant,
affecting either directly or indirectly

nearly every American family."
Among the diet-related health Oroblans cited:
• About 34 million Americans arc
overweight.
• Nearly a million adults die annually of cardiovascular disease that may he
relate to the consumption of highcholesterol foods.
• Osteoporosis, a disease caused by
leaching of calcium from hone, strikes
15 to 20 million adults.
• Between 8 million and 12 million
children are hungry because of inadequate diets.
'Iron deficiency is the most common
form of childhood anemia

The chairperson of the panel.. Das id consumers and technological advances
L. Call off Cornell University, told by manufacturers of animal food proreporters that animal products are a ducts could correct the problems
•'mixed blessing nutritionally" in the relatively,quickly, said Timothy Ham•
moods of the supermarket industry's
American diet .
"In our food supply, the) (animal -Food Slarketing Institute, a member of
products) ptoside about 36 percent of the cornmittee.
our food energy and between 16 percent
"In the future, the consumers could
and 100 percent of certain nutrients," hase it all." with more healthful
he said.
meats and dairy products that provide
"At the same time, however, animal the need nutntion without excess fats
products contribute more than half of and cholesterol, Hammonds said.
the total fat, nearls three-fourths of the
The key, he said, is changes in the
saturated fatty acids and all of the
regulations that would progovernment
dietary cholesterol."
A change in some gosernmentat vide an _economic incentive to producers
regulations, along with education of to change their products.

Jumper remembers camera,forgets chute
LOUISBURG. N.C.(AP) — An experienced parachutist filmed his own
two-mile death plunge after he fell from
an airplane. He carried a video camera
but apparently failed to realize he had
no parachute, investigators said
Tuesday
Officials declared the death Saturday

of Ivan Lester McGuire, 35, of Durham,
an aecident.
Franklin Connty 'sheriff's Capt.
Ralph Brown Said there was no foul play
and no indication of suicide, although
"a man who has jumped 800 times
ought to remember his parachute."
The videotape shows McGuire leas -

Apartments Available
for September 1988
1-5 Bedrooms
Walking Distance to Campus
Wow Properties
gfin-n16

tag the plane, apparent!) without problems, Brown said Other parachutists
,thea pimp and free fall, but chsappea
when they pop
r parachutes and
McGuire plunges on toward the ground
at 150 mph.
McGuire, who was carrying a video
'camera mounted on his helmet, was
filming a student and an instructor at
Franklin County Sports Parachute
Center about 20 miles from Raleigh
There was no answer Tuesday at the
parachute center. Nanc) Fayard. wife of
club owner Paul Fay-ard — who was the
instructor on Ms.-Gutre's last jump —
was quoted in Tuesday's Raleigh News
and Observer as saying: "No one was
aware that he got on the plane without
a parachute Of course no one knew or
thes would have _stopped him "
The videotape showed the disen mak !n g preparations around the plane's

door; then thecamera went out with
McGuire.
With the camera aimed up toward the
plane, the tape then shows the instructor and the student jump and freefall
somewhat above McGuire.
"It kind of appears he reached for his
parachute and didn't hese one."
Brown said. "But the release for his
(McGuire's) parachute is on his right
hip, and when that nght hand goes
down;the left hand comes forward and
it comes in camera' slew •'
After several seconds of Jerky motion,
the tape shows the ground approaching.
"Then the pictures get to moving real
fast because he's approaching the
ground at 150 mph," Brown said.
McGuire's both was found in woods
about one and a half rrules from the &afield. Footage of the final stage of the
pluair was destiosed on Impact
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Questions?
Call.Stephanie Barksdale
or
Eric Andrews
123 Lord Hall
581-1240

Steamplant
Parking Lot
6:,30 a.m.

PJ PARADE
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One of the most exciting parts of

Maine Day is the service project
portfon 'of the day, by participating during one of the
Maine Day shifts:
8:00 to 10:00 or 10:00 to 12:00
you can ensure your admission
to the days events!

Dan,
the.

Mark Gould/Beth Gordon
Maine Day Service Projects
118 Crossland Hall
Campus
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Winter Sports Awards
and Spring Predictions
With the sports world between
seasons, its time to take a look back
to winter and a look forward to
spring.
With that, I submit The Official.
1988 Winter Sports Awards and
Spring Predictions (although after
my embarrassing predictions concerning the NCAA basketball tournament, I hesitate, to make too many
predictions), •
.
Winter Awards
Loudmouth Coach of the Year
A ward:This one's a tie between
Oklahoma University bliketball
coach Billy Tubbs and Lake Superior
State hockey coach Frank Anzalone.

rho
C,
his
ight
goes
and

championship Win over St. Lawrence
University (a 4-3 overtime thriller),
Anzalone said, "If St. Lawrence
played the way they did tonight every
night, they could finish third or
fourth in (Lake Superior's conference)."
On second thought, maybe An:alone isn't a loudmouth, maybe he's
just a moron.
As WMEB Sports director Matt
Bourque said, "Frank Anzalone is
not a great man."
The First Annual Danny Ainge
.4 wardsUMaine hockey player Mike
McHugh wins this one in a landslide
It goes to the player that is loved by

Dave Greely
Tubbs gets the nod on a national
Mel while anybody who followed the
University of Maine hockey team to
Lake Placid will surely agree with the
selection of Arualone
Tubbs had an incredible amount of
talent to work with and he made sure
that this talent didn't go unnoticed by
constantly running the score up on infenor opponents. Against Auburn in
the NCAA tournament, Tubbs left
his staners on the court until the final
buzzer sounded despite the fact that
OU was ahead by 20 points.
Anzalone, while not as wide spread
in his "popularity", popped off to
anyone within earshot of the Olympic Ice Arena
Following the Laken national

ins
real
the

sids
air
t he

hometown fans but would probably
be hated if he played anywhere else.
McHugh's work ethic and overall
pain-in-the-butt scrappy play
endeared him to Black Bear fans but
proballly didn't make him an)
friends any place else.
The One-Man Team .4 ward:This
one has yet to be decided. The
finalists are the Pittsburgh Penguins
of the NHL and the Los Angeles
Laken of the NW.
The Penguins have the advantage
right now as they failed to make the
less-than-selective NHL playoffs
despite having this year's scoring
leader and probable MVP Mario
Lemieux. The Lakers are sneaking up
quickly, however, as they have nose-

Danny Manning, savior of
the NCAA (Sorry, Tubbs)
I knots Wino( typical for a sport s*riter .to ;
thank an athlete for
anything,'especially one t hey'se nes er
met, talked to, or *Tanen about, but
due to the circumstances I think most
of you will agree that this one time
it's appropriate.
-

Thank you Danny Manning.
For those few cave-dwellers who
haven't heard, Manning led his Kansas Jayhawks to tht NCAA basket- °
ball championship Monday night.
scoring 31 points, grabbing 17 rebounds, and dishing out five assists.
And for those of you who are
sheltered enough so you didn't even
know who was playing for the title,
don't read on in search of that information. As part of a three-month-late
New Year's resolution, I've vowed
not to mention the name other team
for the rest of my life.

Actually, I started with "the rest
of my life" time frame, but I've
'thought better of that and-reduced it:
(just like in those lawyer movies) to
5-10 years.
As we all know, when refering to

a jail term that means "about seven
months with good behavior," which
I can deal with.
Before you start wondering,
"What the hell is-he-talking about.
basketball or shortcomings of the
corrections system?" let me assure
you all I know about courts is what
Judge Wapner tells me.
"But does he know anything about
basketball?" The jury (oops, there I
go again)is still out on that, but I like
to think I know what you're supposed to act like when you are capable
of beating the pants off anybody in
the nation. And what Okl--I mean,
the otherteam acts like ain't quite it
So why abstain from using the
name of a state for at least seven
months? Because it's easy to do, and
it will make me feel better.
You see, as a Penn State football
fan I know I'm going to hate that
other school's football team almost
as much as I despise its hoop squad
Therefore, I don't lose much for the _
next seven months. All I have to do
is use one or another of several (vile
and obscene.) pet names I have on
file, and my friends land most every

The snow is gone at Mahaney Diamond as the Black Bears return home

this weekend to take on ('entral
Coamectitnt.

dived since Magic Johnson went
down with a knee injury.
An early exit in the playoffs could
give the World Champion Lakers a
dubious victory.
The Nostradamus Awardfar Most
Amazing
Prediction:Another
landslide, this one goes to UMaine
pitcher Jim Dillon's father, Art, for
picking none other than the Kansas
Jayhawks to win the NCAA basketball title before the tournament even
beganDanny Manning couldn't has e
called that one.

The NBA championship will come
down to the Celtics and the Lakers
in June. The [Akers will get a taste
of what the Celtics went through last /
spring as their injuries will prove to
be the difference in a Celtic series
victory.
The Kansas Jayhawks will win t
NCAA basket ball championship otr
Oklahoma behind Danny Mann'
31 points and I/rebounds. Four consecutive free throws by Manning late
in the game will seal the victory. I
guarantee it
UMaine hockey player Dairy Ca.
puano will decide to return to school
for his junior year.
The Boston Red Sox will win the
World Series over the New York
Mets. Unfortunatly, the world will
have ended in August.
Dave Greely is a senior journalism
major who gets The First Annual
Dave Greely Award for inept college
basketball predictions.

And now for the Sprisig Prediction
section of oar program.
God will be in his heaven and all
will be right on Mahaney Diamond
as the Black Bear baseball team will
return to the College World Series.
The New York Yankees will trade
Dave Winfield to the Red Sox for Jim
Rice (this is more of a prayer than a
prediction).

John Holyoke

body outside of Norman, -- will
know whose football team beat
Eastern Prarie View State 94-2.
I don't know what kind - of
clical—additiVe they have in the
water out in that neck of -the
dustbowl, but it seems to make
coaches act kind of funny. I would
be willing to bet that it also makes
kids into dog-kicking, redneck
bullies. It's probably an unfair assessment, but there has to be some
reason. I can't believe Barry Switzer
and Bills 'Tubbs actually think the
rest of the nation respects them more
because they can run up 40-point
wins against other teams' second
strings.
No, a rational Tubbs or Switzer
probably wouldn't think that. It must
be either due to the water or a virus
running rampant in the cattle.
"But anyway, how does this Manning fellow fit into this diatribe
against the dustbowl?'" you ask..
Well, by giving Tubbs a clue that
maybe he should shut up for a while,
and by giving the wher team's cocky.
(insert own vulgarity here), players

something to think about while they
go woofing and pointing through the
offseason, he made the whole
tourney worthwhile. If that other
. --team had won the title, I'd have to
be quiet. Now I don't.
And who knows, maybe in seven
months the AD at that unnamable
bastion of bullyhood might make a
great move and fire Tubbs, kick off
the whole team, and give many of us
college basketball fans a team we
don't hate so much
If I had enough money, I'd personally bankroll Tubbs salary for the
rest of his life just so he'd leave college basketball for a place where his
philosophy fits in perfectly: the CBA.
Remember, that's the "professional" league where you get points
for outscoring the other team in each
quarter, and where the scores
routinely get into*
140s.
.
Maybe then he'd have a legitimate
excuse to fall back on. I probably
wouldn't like him any better, but I
wouldn't base to see him, either.
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Tuesda.'. Game.

Tuesday's Games

Pittsburgh at Philadelphia
Chicago at Atlanta
San Diego at Houston
San Francisco at Las Anireks

New York 8. Minnesota 0
Seatik at Oakland
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The Committee for Student Publications I
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Is now accepting applications for the foilowing positions

'Editor. Daily Maine Campus
'Business Manager. Daily Maine Campus
•Editor. Prism
Editor. Maine Review

ti as I
And a. h.

THIS

Application forms are available tror,n tne Dept Of Journalism & Broadcasting
107 Lord Hall Application deadline is

.8

April 1Stit.
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SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

of cumin, medical sLience-resear‘h areas
Tufts iifers an c welkin s.alars and henelits paLkaite in

Are you a high school senior or college student
looking for the opportunity to make money to help pay
for your tuition? Would you like the opportunity to
earn a good paycheck with overtime also available?
lithe answer to these questions is yes, Country Kit-

cludtng tuition ash/mance

-

•

AN Imleresird canubdate. sttnuld call wad a mama et
taimplrie ihr folleatfig NOMopliretutit sad forward le lulls
newerutl renennerl. NS Harrows
%4he C2111 1 6171
he.., .
UNIVERSITY
9S6-4441111 An Affstonan.e Air- now Equal Opporleasit 1, nsplover.

TUFTS

Name
Addrm

I.

Phone tHomei

shifts and schedules.
Interested applicants please apply at

Country Kitchen Bakers
Personnel Department

Phone College)
College

1

chen Bakers would like to speak to you. We have a
number of summer positions available on a variety of

Major

Dale Available for Employment

10 Locust St.. Lewiston. ME 04240
Monday - Friday 800 AM - 4:30 PM
or call
1-800-442-6777(ME)
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Rhoden three-hits Twins
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NEW YORK I API-- Rick Rhoden pit- .starts. pitched his first shutout since
ched a three hitter and Mike Pagliarulo - Aug. 1. 1986, and second in four years.
and Rickey Henderson homered as New
He walked none and struck out four.
Rhoden retired the firs; 10 batters,'
York opened-the season Tueday by
gave up a double to Greg Gagne ands
heating the World Series champion Minnesota Twins 8-0 starting Billy Martin's --single lo Kirby Puckett in the fourth,
fifth term as the Yankees manager
' and then retire 17 of the final 18 battrs
A crowd of 55,802 watched the
Pagliarulo and Henderson. who tied
Yankees rough up World Series Most
for the team lead with four home runs
Valuable Player Frank Viola for M
each in spring training, got the big hits
off Viola, the winningest left-hander in
earned runs, more than he allowed in
the majors during the past four years.
any game last season. The Twins also
Dave Winfield. whose recent
continued their road problems, having
autobiography started another feud with
gone 29-52 away from the Aletrodome
owner George Stembrenner and landed
last year.
'
him on the trading block, received a
The Twins pulled off a triple play in
loud standing ovation when he was inthe eighth inning when Rafael Santana
troduced and delivered an RBI, single.
grounded to third with the bases loaded Gary Gadti stepped on third, threw _ Don ,Mattingly doubled home a run in
the sevent off Keith Atherton.
to second f6r the second out, and the
really to first got Santana for the third
Viola, second in the American League
out.
with a 2.90 ERA last season, was tagg• It was the seventh triple play in the
ed for eight hits in five innings He had
Twins' history and the third against the
won his last two opening-day
-Yankees. assignments and the Twins had won
Rhoden, 0-3 with a 6.75 earned run
row
a
three
in
average in three previous opening -das

And Views
in America...
It shouldn't hepixon
April 6,1988 12 Noon
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Director of the Greater Bangor Area Shelter

Maryann Chalila
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THIS CAN GET YOU TO THE INTERVIEW...

BUT THIS COULD
GET YOU THE JOB-ISeniors, come and see
Mike Henry at the

MICROCOMPUTER
RESOURCE CENTER
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LIKE
OLYMPIC ATHLETES„
GIVE IT
WHAT YOU'VE GOT!

Patients in medical facilities across the state depend
upon blood's life-giving qualities to recover, and
they need you to give the gift of life.

Donate Blood.

I

I‘is( in
Ilse usual 4
*he. held ,

LS)
Panhel / UMFB Blood Drive '88
Wednesday, April 6th, 12 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Memorial Gym

o for the Gold
and help the American Red Cross save lives.
You,11 feel like a Champion of the world!
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